A temporal model of level-invariant, tone-in-noise detection.
Level-invariant detection refers to findings that thresholds in tone-in-noise detection are unaffected by roving-level procedures that degrade energy cues. Such data are inconsistent with ideas that detection is based on the energy passed by an auditory filter. A hypothesis that detection is based on a level-invariant temporal cue is advanced. Simulations of a leaky-integrator model, consisting of a bandpass filter, half-wave rectification, and a lowpass filter, account for thresholds in band-widening experiments. The decision variable is calculated from the discrete Fourier transform of the leaky-integrator output. A counterintuitive finding is the apparent disassociation of the phenomenon of critical bands estimated from band-widening experiments and the theory of auditory filters. Physiological plausibility is demonstrated by showing that a leaky integrator describes the discharge cadence of primary afferents for tone-in-noise stimuli as well as for complex periodic sounds.